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Observing the surroundings, one might describe the
world as a great mass of confusion. The multitude of
existent elements, and the multiplicity of appearances we
get bombarded with strongly suggest the absence of harmony,
simply because so many unrelated things apparently cannot
cohere at all. There is a great abundance of elements to
fabricate the appearance of unfamiliarity- Very few old
familiar items survive to become cherished, simply because
they are not new. At the same time, we are quite at home in
the midst of unfamiliar things. We frequently go through
different phases and situations so that we become willing to
change ourselves. We automatically question our own values
the minute we stumble upon something that does not conform
with the norms we have established. Our knowledge expands,
yet our comprehension diminishes. Our scientific and
technical means are at an all-time peak, with possibilities
that we could not even have dreamt of just recently.
Nevertheless, all this newly aquired knowledge falls short
of fulfilling our ever-increasing needs. Even our power of
reason is far more advanced than ever before, yet we still
wonder whether we can actually use this knowledge to achieve
something worth our
invested time and effort. Our world has
become plagued with complexity and we are beyond the point
of graceful retreat.
When we speak of complexity in mathematics, we are not
merely alluding to the amount of present constituents and
factors. The existence of many elements is a necessary
condition for complexity. Nevertheless, it definitely is not
a sufficient one. What complement the existence of the
elements in this sense are actually the connections that
exist between them. If for example there are
"x"
elements
present, the probabilities for them to be connected amount
to 2X relationships (assuming that only one type of
relationships can exist between them). Accordingly, we might
assume that what brings on confusion is not just the sheer
amount of elements in existence, but rather their way of




elements exist, in some situations,
the complexity of relationships among them may amount to
x log x instead of
2X
. This in itself is confusing enough;
since the rate of inter-realtions
'
growth will definitely
surmount the rate of
elements'
growth.
Subsequently, when attempting to describe art and its
functions, we are encountered by so many diverse parameters
that make our feeble attempts extremely difficult if not
impossible. One of the many angles through which art can be
viewed (being, in my opinion, the most important) is
communication. The artist is introduced to various distinct
elements. After developing a relationship between them they
are then related to the public through the artist. The
artist might talk about elements familiar to both himself
and the public, thereby establishing common ground. He might
also ponder about the common attitudes concerning the
present complexities that have been developing around us.
After a short while, the initial feeling of awe subsides,
and all the glitter with its ability to flabbergast the
public dissipates slowly leaving an after-taste of downcast
disillusion. The more we get exposed to these messages and
elements surrounding us, the more familiarity sinks in. We
start noticing all those things that have not changed. Hence
stereotypes are still there, and conflicts are reiterated.
In other words, the succession of elation with resignation
goes on. The elation generated from our confidence in our
abilities has been gradually replaced with the recurring
doubts about what could be done with them. It is quite
obvious that it is not time yet to draw a conclusion.
However, it seems that as much as we are intrigued by the
evolving outward arrangement, we are getting weary with the
tedious dullness of technical effects. As a matter of fact,
I believe what is happening is that we are evolving a
hesitant yet notable perspective towards abstracted
quantitative development. We can notice parallel trends
evolving in the art world today.
A good example for this would be Kinetic art, where it
did make use of newly discovered technical innovations such
as rotary engines and optical effects (as displayed in the
work of Marcel Duchamp "Rotating Plaques,
1920"
and Naum
Gabo "Kinetic construction, 1920"). Because these
innovations have become familiar elements encountered in
everyday life and viewed as means to ends rather than great
feats themselves (after the breif moments of awe they
induced since their introduction), their exposure becomes a
dull liability that is quite demanding and cumbersome on our
senses. Video is another example of this phenomenon. In its
early days, it was used extensively as an art medium with
specific emphasis on such techniques and special effects as
time lapse photography and the disappearing blue screen. But
the more it became available to the public, the more it
lapsed into becoming nothing but a mere technical prop for
every day life. Artistic trends like pop or op, which were
very much involved with the surface, have given way to more
essential grass root domains like performances.
Adopting new found fads and representing them as
quickly as possible is a specially prominent characteristic
of experimental art. Avant-garde, however, seems to have the
tendency to stay with the trends longer than the trends
themselves stay. In this way we are offered video and
computer graphics as experimental art when computer print
outs and video tapes have passed into the practical of our
daily life. Film, on the other hand, may have survived so
long because it is much more specialized and difficult to
handle. The easiness of video, which was so much praised by
its lobby, might thus turn into a drawback.
The present high tide towards myths and individual
archeologies goes away from the periphery to what has
remained and stood the test of time, be it only the artist's
individual life span. By pointing out individual facts the
artist gets away from the ties that fix him to the mundane
surrounding and turns to what is important, at least for
him, and simple, at least in the sense that it is connected
with him very directly.
What one could ask for, however, is something more
impersonal. There must be means of laying bare the structure
and principles of our attitudes and the forces around us. A
scientific approach to these is probably as appropriate as
the scientific approach towards our personal problems is:
fruitless. Thus there is a task for art and artists, and I
believe they have realized this.
A possible approach towards complexity is to cut up
totality and to divide it into many fragments which would
have nothing to do with one another. By definition, this
avoids complexity in the precise sense of the word: it just
avoids it. Painstaking concentration on details, on the
paraphernalia of our existence, have led into a minimization
of problems. But a certain dullness cannot be denied to what
has become to be called minimal art. At most, this approach
could lead to an enumeration of simple objects and simple
relationships, so that one after the other they would be
brought forward to be examined. However, almost by
definition, minimal art cannot get too complicated or
complex. The horror of complexity for these artists has led
them to an amor vacui. The plentitude of what we have around
us is reduced to its trivial aspects. Melting ice and
half-filled or half-empty glasses can teach us something we
may not have been aware of in reality. But this selective
perspective shows us only what we actually see and little
more. Minimal art, in my opinion, means reduction in
quantity but no definite gain in quality, and remains rather
structureless .
Other movements such as Trompe-1
'
oel , manifested by the
work of such painters as Charles Bird King and later on by
Paul Sarkisian, dealt with the richness of the surface and
superficiality directly. Art can become very realistic.
Here, the outer surfaces enclose an interior, and careful
examinaton of the surface can lead to precise but also
superficial diagnosis. This last fascination with the
surface structure and the changing appearance of what our
world is made of goes with a kind of instancy; here and now.
The concentration on how the surface is enforces a
concentration on how it is now. Things glitter but for a
moment. A painstaking process of refinement has taken us
there. The distillate is very pure, alas, there have been
too many changes, modifications, transformations, transfers,
quotations and clauses. In the multiplicity of reflections,
all what this refers to is fading. A tour de force has
become a detour of weakness. Things around us are very
complicated indeed and art is so as well. However, some
things are still vary simple, and with them this art does
not seem to cope.
Since complexity is due to the connection of individual
items, one could hope to lay bare the structures of
complexity by exposing the rules according to which the
relationships are established. It is like in physics: nature
is much more economic with principles than with elementary
particles that are made according to these few principles.
What we are asking for is to detect the principles which
appear to us disguised in the multiplicity of a complicated
structure. What we could hope for in art is to get hold of
something like a key that unlocks by one turn what otherwise
could be gained only by long itineraries. It is like writing
and reading the grammar of an unknown language. At this
level, such a metasystem would not be called complicated
anymore. It would be rather appropriate to call it complex
if it describes very complicated relationships. In a certain
but obvious sense, it is more fundamental than the level it
refers to; and that is called simpler. Since art is at a
metalevel of relationships, one hopes that it would be
complex and simple at the same time. The wish for simplicity
concerns neither form nor content alone, it concerns
structural aspects as well. It is not in conflict with any
of the aesthetic measures developed in analogy with the
information theory. Nor is the demand a normative one. It
should be taken as the expression of a currently prevailing
desire or tendency.
An illustration could reduce the idea into a surface
around it. But, in the sense that the last of something old
is also the first of something new, one could mention the
simplicity of George Segal's plaster sculptures or Edward
Hopper's paintings. There, the absence of noise in
cafeterias, offices and street cars is left out, but
nevertheless, present around the figures. Starting from what
we have in front of us we construct the rest for ourselves.
The large room invokes tiredness and lonliness. We feel what
is not painted. These works are not just fragments of
perception, but rather contain the essential. To the
contrary, art which is too explicit cannot carry beyond what
10
it already shows. Duane Hanson's polyvinyl already fails the
test against Segal's plaster, because it is as explicit as
the wax figures in Mme Tussaud's cabinet. One could think of
something like an "education artistique". It would be the
description of the insight into the artistically impossible,
and, vice versa, it would tell us about the artistically
possible. What one hopes for is the simple expression of the
"je ne sais pas qoui". Like in life, so in art, it is the
simple things that matter- One hopes to put against the
surrounding terrible complexity an occasional terrific
simplicity. One could project anything one fancied into it:
simplicity hiding behind a facade of complexity, complexity
hiding behind a facade of simplicity, simplicity and
complexity in dynamic equilibrium. The ultimate goal, to
transmit the richness of reality, or at least aspects of it,
in a work of art, can rarely ever be reached. One could say
that in life we hardly ever know what it is all about. But
if it is the case that what it is all about is that we don't
know what it's all about, then maybe art could tell us
something about it.
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"By sea, by land, harass us:
Scatter our best
and kill our free
one by one .
In the long run
good will remain good
and evil,
evil .
Smash our pens !
Will smashing them
prevent our hands
from carving on the stones?
Cut off our hands!
Will cutting them off
prevent our eyes
from flashing out our anger?
Put out our eyes !
Will putting them out
prevent our chests
from heaving deep sighs?
Stop our breathing...
And that's the limit of your power.







"Why do the sun rays laugh across the swamp?
Because they carry water's jewels to the sky
and return them like dewy pearls to the lily
while the black weeds remain at the bottom?
You sever a hand
to plant a tree
you stay a ship
it escapes the storm,
you demolish a wall
to conceal a treasure
for a future day
you strike a nation
it becomes a giant,
this is your nature.
A blind man asked me
why do I say I cannot see the sun
when I feel it?
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"Men are bowed down by the weight of gold,
and greed makes weak their knees.
Their eyes are heavy with trouble and fret,
and they are cast down upon their beds.
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"Until when, O Man,
until when, 0 Existence,
will you build houses of honor
to them that knead the earth with blood
and shun those who give you peace and repose?
Until when will you exalt killing
and those who make bent the neck
beneath the yoke of opression?
And forget them that pour into the blackness of the night
the light of their eyes to show you the day's splendor?
Those whose lives are passed in misery
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"How can our house be cleft
in two with the sea flowing
between old and new?
With a scream, a ripping
of the womb, tearing of veins?
Why are we who are under
one roof, divided by
seas, walls, deserts
of cold ash and ice?
Silence, owl, beating inside my breast!
What does this owl of history
demand of me?
In my coffers are countless
treasures
joy in the gift of hands
joy in the essence of life,
joy in the memory and faith.
Embers and wine.
I do not fear your coming,
season of snow,
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